This work is an attempt to overcome the difficulties which electrodynamical codes meet when calculating of RF characteristics of long accelerating structures consisting of cells of different geometry. The mlodel of coupled oscillators (a kindof network model) seems to be an useful instrument in this case and may at least improve our understanding of higher order mode behavior in long tapered structures. The parameters of the model of multiple coupled oscillators (MCO) were determined on the basis of MAFIA calculations of the high order mode characteristics.
INTRODUCTION
One of the most powerful and most general methods for numerical investigations of accelerating stmct ures is the methods of moments. For example the modal field matching technique (or orthogonal expansion) and the finite element method can be derived from it Both methods have to solve large algebraic systems -even iin a case of a single resonator. The problem gets much more difficult for the calculation of accelerating structures consistling of a large number of coupled cells with different geometry. For example the calculation of the S-band Linear Collider (SBLC) structure with 180 different cells is out of the range of volume discretizing methods like FD-and FE-methods and needs a high com-putational effort for the modal field matching technique. To overcome this, il. is reasonable to use resonant field itself as a basis function so that the discretization is much more ef-fective and only one or a few unknowns per cell have to be evaluated. This method expm sed in the terms of a network model and based mostly on an analogy is well known and used succes sfully very often (see for example [l] ). In this work we develop the approach in more general form to es-tablish more clear relations between electrodynamical values and model parameters. A particular goal of the work was to use the method for investigation of HOM in a long tapered S-band accelerating section and to get an information about their location (resonant frequencies of HOM, which ones of them and where are trapped inside the section etc.).
THE IDEA OF THE MULTIPLE COUPLED OSCILLATOR (MCO) TECHNIQUE
The electrodynamic eigenvalue problem is given by Maxwell's equation:
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Let us divide the resonator into some subvolumes and suppose that the fields may be expressed in each subvolume by some eigenfunctions Ei. This eigenfunctions need not to fulfill the same boundary conditions (on the surfaces of the subvolumes) and we can use eigenfunctions of different sets of subvolumes. The major purpose of this eigenfunctions is to serve as a basis functions so that the total field can be approxim ated by a linear combin ation E ' = C x j E j .
(2) By substituting this into the eigenvalue equation (1) we find the residuum function 1 1
and can apply the Galerkin test method :
Finally we claim that the tested residuum functions vanish and get a matrix eigenvalue problem:
with (A) ij = Ei-Vx -VX EjdV and (B) ij = EiEj dV . To build a model for a tapered accelerating section we have at first to determine a structure of MCO matrixes and then to calculate MCO parameters for the cells of every geometry separately. A basis for the calculation is a frequency spectra (calculated or measured) of the modes under interest of a section consisting of the identical cells of given geometry. We are interested in the fxst dipole band (TM-like modes) which is considered to be the most dangerous for a beam Sa-bility. But the second dipole band (TE-like modes) is very close to the first one and they combine a common spectra, so we have to take into account both of them. The same problem arisen at the time of investigation of DAW structure and a biperiodical chain of oscillators described by 5-diagonal symmetrical matrixes suggested in that work has been chosen as a model P I .
Let's associate the odd oscillators with TE-like modes and the even oscillators with TM-like modes. Following [3, 4] we can derive a 2x2 matrix dispersion equation. Using this quation, given frequency spectra and some relations origi-nating from the properties of HOMs we can calculate all MCO parameters for a cell of given geometry. In principle we get two solutions (two sets of MCO parameters) because the chain is biperiodical, but a choice of a right set is obvious and can be included in the p r d u r e beforehand. A set of MCO parameters can be checked with the use of analytical solution of the matrix dispersion equation.
In Fig1 the dispersion curves calculated by MCO for the cells N1 and N10 of a test S-band section [5] are given as an example together with MAFIA calculations.
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So, more or less accurate relation between absolute values of E,, (8) and a(0) can be calculated.
A CHAIN OF TAPERED CELLS.
A real S-band section for Linac-I1 at DESY consisting of 148 cells has been chosen as an example of tapered acce-lerating section by two reasons: it is close to SBLC section by its parameters and the measurements of it were available.
To form the matrixes for a such long section a following procedure has been used: the MCO parameters for the sepa-rate cells (NN 1,26,50 To check the model a short strongly tapered section consisting of cups mentioned above was calculated by MAFIA and the results were compared to MCO calculations. Fig.3 shows a "dispersion curve" of the shlort strongly tapered structure.
RESULTS OF CALCULATIONS AND EXPE-
RIMENTS
The MCO model of 148-cell1 Linac-I1 section was made and the resonant frequencies and field distributions for all modes were calculated. The results shown that the main part of modes, including dangerous ones with d i k e distribution pieces, are not trapped inside section and can be excited through the first cell or even input coupler. This had been used when the spectra measurements and bead-pull field distribution measurements were performed in Linac-11 section. Fig.4 shows calculated "dispersion curve" of the section and experimental resonant frequencies. Fig.5 shows a field distribution (calculated and measured) along structure of one of the modes. Calculations of loss factor parameter was done for the first band of Linac-I1 section on a basis of MCO data. Absolute values of E, wasn't calculatled, so a curve in Fig.6 should be considered just as normalized and qualitative.
CONCLUSION.
The comparison of the MCO calculation results to the experimental data and the test MAFIA calculations shows that this model can be useful anid sufficiently accurate instrument for investigation of long tapexed structures and in other ca-ses, which require high computaiional efforts by other met-hods. Also it should be mentioned that MCO technique gives a possibility to investigate accelerating structure properties in analytical form. 
